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Sub sinks Oxford 
Oxford United .......... 1 Liverpool .............. 3  
If ever a reminder was needed of the footballing and financial gulf that exists 
between Liverpool and most of the rest of the first division then it was provided 
on Saturday by the figure of John Aldridge. The forward who until his pounds 
750,000 transfer in January had been Oxford United's star player returned to the 
Manor Ground only to spend the entire 90 minutes on the substitute's bench.  
Dalglish, whose ploy in holding Aldridge back amounted almost to mockery, 
pointed out afterwards what an important psychological part this had played in 
Liverpool's win. Should John Barnes go to Liverpool next season no doubt he can 
expect to be a mere bystander when his new team take on Watford.  
With Walsh injured and Aldridge's uses lying elsewhere, Liverpool's attack 
comprised Dalglish and Rush. Watching these two nowadays is like getting down 
to the last two bottles in a case of vintage claret. Connoisseurs would not have 
been disappointed as Dalglish orchestrated a typically imperious Liverpool 
performance, embellished by a classic Rush goal.  
Oxford at least made a game of it until half-time, recovering from a headed goal 
by Wark after 36 minutes to equalize almost immediately through Caton. 
However, once Rush had put Liverpool back in front with a low volley eight 
minutes into the second half it ceased to be a contest. Wark, who was playing in 
place of the injured McMahon, scored his second 10 minutes later.  
Liverpool are looking like champions again, but Oxford, with a number of first-
team injuries, could face an awkward last two months of the season.  
OXFORD UNITED: S Hardwick; R Mustoe, J Trewick, L Phillips (sub: P Rhoades-
Brown), G Briggs, T Caton, R Houghton, D Leworthy, D Saunders, T Hebberd, K 
Brock.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; N Spackman, B Venison, M Lawrenson, R Whelan, A 
Hansen, K Dalglish, C Johnston, I Rush, J Molby, J Wark.  
Referee: R M Wiseman 
 

 

 
 

Oxford taste reality 
Oxford ....... 1 Liverpool .... 3  
IF YOU LOOK closely you might just spot a cloud of inevitability circling the top of 
the First Division. After six successive wins Liverpool are looking awesomely 
unstoppable once again.  
It was a wonderful sunny day in Oxford, rather like September without the shirt-
sleeves. But Oxford, after starting like a team with a season in front of them, 
finished it in stark reality. They have not won since early December, when 
Aldridge played a hattrick on Luton.  
Aldridge returned to the Manor Ground a Liverpool player yesterday but spent 
the afternoon on the subs bench. Despite injury to Walsh and McMahon, Dalgish 
fancied giving the old legs a run out, and he brought in Wark for McMahon. A 
couple of spot-on decisions as it turned out.  
Oxford's one hope seemed to be for a severe outbreak of Grobbelitis. They only 
got a minor one, but it gave them their goal. Liverpool's colourful keeper having 
already made two excursions from his box, jumped to meet an Oxford cross. But 
the ball eluded him and squirmed away. Oxford's Saunders had a shot which the 
keeper did well to parry but Caton scored with a rebound.  
A minute earlier Liverpool had gone ahead. Caton was the initial villian as he 
stopped Johnston by foul means and was booked. Dalglish took the free kick, 
which Wark headed in. There was only one further moment of worry for 
Liverpool. Oxford substitute Rhodes-Brown took a free kick at which Grobbelaar 
was once again unavailable but his defence scrambled away the danger.  
The rest was Liverpool without sweat. Back into the lead they went with a Rush 
goal. He volleyed in Johnston's cross and will undoubtedly be sad to say goodbye 
to the Oxford defence. They have always allowed him a goal when the two sides 
have met in the League.  
Dalglish had a game of which all ageing player-managers would be proud. His 
perfect pass set up Wark for his second goal leaving the Oxford fans to bask only 
in the sunshine.  
Weather: Sunny. Ground: Good.  
Goals: Wark (36min) 0-1: Caton (37min) 1-1; Rush (53min) 1-2; Wark (62min) 1-3.  
Oxford (4-4-2); Hardwick; Hebberd, Briggs (sub: Rhodes-Brown 65min); Caton, 
Trewick; Haughton, Phillips, Mustoe, Brock; Leeworthy, Saunders.  
Liverpool (4-4-2); Grobbelaar; Venison, Lawrenson, Hansen, Whelan; Johnston, 
Spackman, Molby, Wark; Dalglish, Rush.  
Referee: R M Wiseman. 
 

 


